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• Previous generations created an attractive community in Grandview where 51% of 
current buildings are heritage structures. 

• In the 1960’s the Urban Renewal movement led to demolition of existing housing and 
resettling people into new buildings. We can see some examples of this in Strathcona. 
Ultimately people turned against urban renewal and now we are seeing neighbourhood 
renewal….which some characterize as gentrification. 

• Preservation of Grandview-Woodland means preservation of both building history and 
human history. 

• Development can be separated into 2 categories: unorganized money(people buying 
and fixing up single houses) and organized money(developers consolidate properties 
and redevelop or do heritage revitalizations) 

• A good local example is the Jeffs residence. It was built as a grand single family home, 
then became a rooming house in the 1920’s,broken into multiple suites which remained 
affordable due to deferred maintenance. In 2010 the house faced demolition. A local 
developer was able to redevelop and restore the Jeffs House and replace surrounding 
buildings with town houses. 

• There are a number of designated heritage houses in the area. A map of their locations 
in Grandview-Woodland is available on this website:www.vancouverheritage.org 

• Zoning west of the Drive is zoned for multi-family apartment buildings East of the Drive 
RT zoning is tailored for the preservation of existing houses and duplexes. New houses 
are design controlled. 

• It’s possible the City may make laneway houses an outright use in RT zones.This would 
change the ‘backyard culture’ of the area and give it more of a townhouse feel. 

• East of Templeton drive in RS zone, single family with laneway houses are allowed. 
• There is a role for heritage houses in the Greenest City 2020 plan. The greenest building 

is one that is already built. “Green Building” is an industry with considerable spin. It 
actually only refers to operational costs, not the cost of building it. It isn’t ‘green’ to put 
existing buildings into the landfill. In a lifecycle analysis, heritage buildings are superior. 

• Cultural heritage: Brook House, at Parker and Victoria, is an architecturally fine heritage 
home. It had a “classic Grandview” diverse mix of residents in its time as a rooming 
house. With Brook House, affordability was due to deferred maintenance. 

• There’s no support for owners of rental housing possible under the Vancouver Charter. 
• An example of development by “organized money” is the sale of 3 houses on Triumph 

street for $3 million. Renting them out for $100K/year gives a 3%return on investment. 
But RM3A zoning allows multi-family housing and strata titling the redeveloped property 
could bring a 47% return on investment. Developers can get in and get out fast. 
Michael’s view is that the Strata Title Act is the biggest incentive for gentrification in BC. 



• Do Drive buildings stand a chance? Commercial drive developed as a “Streetcar 
Suburb” with buildings built by unorganized money. This resulted in the “sawtooth” of 
building heights and widths that gives the street its charm and diversity. 

• These buildings are owned by families who face big capital gains tax hits when they are 
sold. If they are replaced by retail with 3 stories of residential above the architectural 
diversity will disappear and the Drive will look like the newly developed areas of East 
Hastings.  

• When these buildings are demolished and replaced, rents will rise. 
• Currently there is a 45 to 46 ft width requirement on the Drive. Compare this to the new 

dollar store in the development at Lakewood and Hastings which is 5 storefronts wide. 
This has destroyed the possibility of liveliness on the block and is not good for the 
neighbourhood. 

• Will preserving buildings increase or decrease affordability? A 100 year old building in 
good condition can be fixed up with unorganized money. Tearing it down and building a 
new structure will decrease affordability. 

• For example: an existing house selling for $900K as a tear down can be replaced with 
front and back duplexes which can sell for $950K or more each. This is not building 
affordable housing. 

• “You don’t build affordable housing. You preserve affordable housing.” 
• Possibly if all RT zoned areas went to 5 stories that might produce affordable housing. 
• A realtor told the Grandview Heritage Group that house prices have spiked in this 

neighbourhood because nobody who lives here wants to move away. Therefore there 
are very few homes for sale and bidding wars are common. This is not a situation that 
promotes affordable housing. 

Q&A: 
• Renovictions: Comments about renovictions at 3rd and Woodland. When tenants are 

forced out and the building is renovated, what will result will not be affordable. Wage 
rates are frozen, people want to move into the neighbourhood so existing residents are 
being pushed out.  
Tenant there hopes the City has the legal ability to deal with this because 34 tenants 
have been given eviction notices. 

• Suggestion that GWAC research and publicise renovictions in the neighbourhood. Need 
to support people evicted and draw attention to their plight. 
GWAC Exec agrees this is a major issue. Hopefully it can be a topic for the meeting 
following the AGM. GWAC would like to hear from more renters.  

• There are no brownfield sites(abandoned industrial lands) available for building, so mid-
rise buildings along arterials are the most likely possibility for affordable housing. The 
City wants to preserve industrial zones to preserve jobs. 

• Michael believes Vancouver could accommodate more people in neighbourhood villages 
(eg: rezone 49th and Fraser). Kits, Mt Pleasant, Strathcona and Grandview have become 
“gentrified villages.” 

• Development at Frances and Victoria: replacing current building with 27 units above and 
retail below where Bosa store will return. Across the street there will be 15 unit 
townhouse development,1 three story building and 1 four story building. 



• McDonald School has so few students it may be closed. VSB might sell off the land. 
Hope is expressed that this won’t happen. 

GWAC Vice President James Tyler Irvine thanked Michael kluckner for an interestingand 
engaging presentation.  
Announcements: 

• GWAC’s AGM will be held at 2 pm on Sunday, March 15th. 
• Invitation to people attending to stand for GWAC Board at that meeting 
• Resident asked why there are 12 directors. Requests discussion at AGM of how many 

directors there should be. Micah commented that the number of directors is less 
important than the commitment of those elected to actually do the work involved. 

• Citizens Assembly: Monica Dare gave an update on the Citizens Assembly. There will 
be more sub area workshops coming up including East Hastings and Broadway and 
Commercial. 

• CA has had 60 speakers. They must write their report by June, focussing on values and 
emerging principles. On March 2 the CA will release their first draftOn March 5th they will 
have a public meeting on this. Questions were raised about the short timeline. It was 
suggested that the CA have a second meeting 1 or 2 weeks later. 

• CA reps present recommended signing up now for CA feedback meetings. 
• OCOP also wants to hold a meeting to discuss the draft report. 
• Broadway Corridor Transit Committee: Nancy Heckman reported on the transit 

referendum (Congestion Tax Plebescite). The transit committee is part of the Coalition of 
Vancouver neighbourhoods. Several GWAC directors and people attending expressed 
their opinions on the Transit referendum. 

• Mable Elmore, candidate for NDP nomination in Vancouver East, attended the meeting 
and introduced herself. States that if elected she will be a strong advocate for Van East. 


